
Colby Says No Funds 
Went.to 'Italy Recently 

Btr:ftPincus 	The covert Italian program Colby said members of 

Past Staff Wr Wastangtott 	 rter 
was described as supplying 	Congress told about covert 
candidates with funds for the 	operations "are asked . . . to 

	

CIA Director William E. 	purchase of advertising and 	assume responsibilities for 
Colby said yeSterday that his 	posters prior to an election. 	knowing things that they 
agency has "not spent a nickel Since the elections are some 	cannot pass on. Otherwise, we 

• in Italy in the past few mon- 	months away, sources said, 	cannot run an intelligence 
ths" but refused to discuss 	the money did not have to be 	service." 
"what our plans, what our transferred in December, and 	Several senators and 

•,.; thoughts might be for the 	could await passage of new 	representatives have been 
future." 	 CIA contingency funds when 	critical of the covert operation 

	

Colby's Statement came in 	Congress returns later this 	reporting system because it 
response to a question about month. 	 provides no means for them to 

• published stories that said 	Colby's 	criticism 	of 	object to a project before it is 
President FOrd on Dec. 8 Congress echoed a theme set approved by the President. 
approved the covert than- by the White House Wed- The only thing that can be 
neling of S6 million to anti- 	nesday when President Ford 	done, some believe, is leak the 
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In an hour-long interview on 	stories describing the covert 	Ryan, an author of the 1974 
the 2Today" show (NBC, 	aid for Italian political par- 	provision requiring that 
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Congress for falling to keep 	Colby went further by in- 	to Congress, told the 
secret Covert CIA activities 	directly singling out Rep. 	Associated Press yesterday, 
which by a 1974 law he has to 	Wayne Hays I D-Ohio) and 	"I don't question the 
disclose to six committees. 	Rep. Leo J. Ryan ID-Calif.), 	President's right to make that 
"Almost everything that's 	two members of the House 	decision. But there ought to be 
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in the press," Colby charged, - 	in' news stories as criticizing 

the Italian operation. 	 Colby repeated hip criticism 
An 	informed source 	Colby 	noted 	two of individuals who make a 

suggested that the Italian 	congressmen "confirmed by • "deliberate effort to identify 
operation, geared toupcoming 	telephone that I had given CIA agents abroad" and 
elections, had not yet been 	them a briefing on some 	added that the Justice 
funded because the CIA 	secret activity. Now this is no Department had agreed upon 
director's contingency fund, 	way to protect secrets." 	a draft bill that would by law 
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was depleted by the suggested that one covert the CIA) to keep the secrecy 
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During last month's Senate 	of the committees of the 	At present, according to 
debate on Angola it was 	Congress . . but he did not Colby, the CIA "would be on 
disclosed there was only $3.2 	identify it." 	 weak (legal) grounds" if it 
million in the contingency 	When Colby briefed the Hill 	tried to do anything about 
fund. That was just a week 	committees on Italy, he also someone like former CIA 
after the Italian operation was 	disclosed a renewed transfer 	agent Philip Agee who lists in 
authorized for funding and 	of covert funds to anti- 	his book hundreds of 
reported to Congress on Dec. 8 	Communist parties in Por- 	American and foreign CIA 
and 9. 	 tugal. 	 operatives. 


